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1.Rights to use 

www.zalajosta.lv

about recycling of wastes such as used packaging and
disposable cutlery;
or environmentally harmfulproducts;

An enterprise that has signed an agreement with “Zaļā josta”
Ltd.:

has rights to place the ECO sign “Zaļā josta” on its products and
goods free of charge. 



2.Meaning 

www.zalajosta.lv

 enterprise is responsible regarding potential environmental damage
caused by packaging or environmentally harmful products of the
enterprise; 
demonstrates visually that the enterprise is a part of  recycling system,
and takes care of the process of collection and recycling of used packaging
and disposable cutlery and/or environmentally harmful products,
protecting full regeneration cycle of wastes this way.

The ECO sign “Zaļā josta” is an acknowledgement that the:

 “Zaļā josta” Ltd. invites country to give preference to products of those
enterprises which place the ECO sign on its packaging. 



3.Benefits 

www.zalajosta.lv

Your enterprise is responsible and environmentally friendly;
You guarantee correspondence of your business activities to regulations of
environmental safety and environmental policy in the country;
You help forward recycling of packaging and/or environmentally harmful products;
You help forward and guarantee regeneration of used packaging and/or
environmentally harmful products;
You create solicitous attitude of inhabitants and industry towards environment;
You streamline costs of recycling of used packaging and/or environmentally harmful
products;
You provide reduction of materials capacity of packaging and/or environmentally
harmful products.

The ECO sign “Zaļā josta” on packaging of your products will inform customers that:



4.Placement possibilities
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To include the ECO sign into packaging layout, to create new packaging
layout;
To use separate stickers on the existing packaging without changing of the
layout;
If you do not package goods (if you are an importer or a distributor) then you
can place the ECO sign on informative sticker of the importer/distributor that
you use for packaging of goods;
To place a sticker with the ECO sign at trading place of your enterprise;
To place the ECO sign on the website of your enterprise.

There are five different ways of placement of the ECO sign “Zaļā josta” on packaging
of your enterprise. Each partner of “Zaļā josta” Ltd. who has signed an agreement
can choose the most convenient of them:



5.Layout of the ECO sign 
“Zaļā josta”

ECO sign
ECO sign can be used on packaging
of the products manufactured and
sold by “Zaļā josta” Ltd. partners.

Minimum dimensions
ECO sign minimum dimensions are
8 mm in landscape format.



6.Directions for placement
Correct use of colours for ECO sign full-colour and black-and-
white print
When ECO sign is used on light colour packaging, reverse colour
composition should be used – lighter graphic drawing on darker
background
In case of full-colour print: light Pantone or CMYK background + white
graphic drawing
In case of black-and-white print: black background + white graphic
drawing or charcoal background + white graphic drawing

If the number of Pantone colours is limited for packaging
makeup:
If ECO sign is printed on the packaging where a certain number of
Pantone colours is used and light background, the darkest possible
colour should be chosen for ECO sign and the lightest possible colour
should be chosen for the graphic drawing.

Incorrect application of ECO sign colours against light
background.



Please feel free to contact the marketing manager
of “Zaļā josta” Ltd. Laima Kublina by phone
number 67808294 or sending an e-mail to

laima.kublina@zalajosta.lv to get extra information
about the ECO sign “Zaļā josta”.

 
Please visit “Zaļā josta” Ltd. website

www.zalajosta.lv and its section The ECO sign to
get more information!

 
 


